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THE R-MATRIX OF THE QUANTUM TOROIDAL ALGEBRA Uq,tp
..
gl1q IN THE
FOCK MODULE
ALEXANDR GARBALI AND JAN DE GIER
Abstract. We propose a method to compute the R-matrix R on a tensor product of Fock modules
from coproduct relations in a Hopf algebra. We apply this method to the quantum toroidal algebra
Uq,tp
..
gl
1
q. We show that the coproduct relations of Uq,tp
..
gl
1
q reduce to a single elegant equation for R.
Using the theory of symmetric Macdonald polynomials we show that this equation provides a recursive
formula for the matrix elements of R.
1. Introduction
The quantum toroidal algebra g “ Uq,tp
..
gl1q
1 has an elegant representation theory related to combi-
natorics of partitions and plane partitions and the theory of symmetric Macdonald polynomials [5,6,10–
13,18, 22, 30]. It received recent attention in relation to algebraic geometry [18, 24, 27, 29, 33], integrable
models [14–16] and the AGT correspondence [1, 28, 31]. The algebra Uq,tp
..
gl1q in the Fock representa-
tion2 [11,18] gives rise to an interesting integrable model. The study of this model was initiated in [14,15]
using methods of representation theory and a new approach in terms of the related shuffle algebra cir-
cumventing the classical approach which is typically applied to the Heisenberg type models associated
to the quantum affine Lie algebras Uqpxslnq.
A standard tool in the diagonalization problem of Heisenberg type models is the R-matrix. In the case
of fundamental representations of Uqpxslnq the R-matrices are known explicitly and have a simple form.
These R-matrices are finite dimensional and have a few non-zero entries. On the other hand the R-matrix
of Uq,tp
..
gl1q in the Fock representation is an infinite dimensional matrix with infinitely many non-zero
entries which are rational functions in two parameters q and t as well as in the spectral parameter u.
The calculation of this R-matrix turns out to be a difficult problem. From the point of view of algebraic
geometry the problem of toroidal R-matrices was considered in particular in [24,25,27,33,34]. The shuffle
algebra point of view was taken in [26] and the algebraic approach which uses the coproduct equation was
considered in [2,3,19], where the authors compute first few coefficients of the expansion of the R-matrix
in the spectral parameter.
In this paper we consider the algebraic approach to the computation of the Fock R-matrix of g. We
consider R as the solution of the set of equations arising from the coproduct relations. We manage to
reduce these equations to a single equation which is simpler and more transparent than the original
set of equations. We make a connection to the Macdonald theory of symmetric polynomials and derive
an equation for the matrix elements of R which is expressed through fundamental operators of the
Macdonald theory: the Macdonald difference operator and the Cauchy kernel. As the first application
of these results we derive a recursive formula which allows one to compute the matrix elements of R
written in the basis of Macdonald polynomials. In addition, we speculate that our strategy, i.e. finding a
reduced equation for the R-matrix from the coproduct relations, its reformulation in terms of symmetric
functions and the recursive formula, can be extended by analogy to other quantum groups with Fock
representations.
1.1. The FJMM model. One of the main motivations for this work is the study of the integrable
model on the tensor product of Fock spaces of Uq,tp
..
gl1q [14–16], which we call the FJMM (Feigin–
Jimbo–Miwa–Mukhin) model. The FJMM model describes oscillators on a one dimensional lattice with
next neighbour interaction. The model depends on two parameters q, t P C˚. The Hamiltonian is given
1This algebra is also known under the names: Ding–Iohara–Miki algebra (DIM), quantum continuous gl8, pq, γq analog
of the W1`8 algebra and the elliptic Hall algebra.
2In the literature on the topological vertex associated to g the representation which we refer to as the Fock representation
is known as the horizontal representation. This representation corresponds to the case of non-commutative Cartan currents
in the Drinfeld presentation.
1
as a sum of two-site Hamiltonians which are expressed through the Heisenberg algebra which is generated
by th´r, hru
8
r“1 satisfying
rhr, hss “ δr,´s
1
r
1
pt´r ´ qrqp1´ q´rtrq
.
The operators hr and hs commute if signprq “ signpsq and thus for any partition µ “ pµ1, . . . , µnq we
can introduce
h˚µ :“ h´µ1 . . . h´µn , hµ :“ hµ1 . . . hµn .
The Hamiltonian acting on the tensor product of L copies of the Fock spaces is
H “
Lÿ
i“1
Hi,i`1, Hi,i`1 “ J
ÿ
α,β,γ,δ
h˚αhβ b h
˚
γhδ,
where the sum runs over all partitions α, β, γ and δ, such that |α| ` |γ| “ |β| ` |δ| and J “ Jpq, tq
is some parameter. One can then, for example, impose periodic boundary conditions by demanding
HL,L`1 “ H1,L. With the knowledge of the R-matrix Rpuq the diagonalization problem of H is replaced
with the diagonalization of the transfer matrix T puq
T pu;u1, . . . , uLq “ TrV0puqσR0,1puL{uq . . . R0,Lpu1{uq,
where σ is a twist operator which regularizes the trace. As usual the Hamiltonian H is computed by
taking the logarithmic derivative of the transfer matrix T puq
H “ T p0q´1
d
dx
T puq|u“0 ` const.
A standard diagonalization method for the XXZ transfer matrix is the algebraic Bethe Ansatz [9]. This
method relies on the explicit knowledge of Rpuq.
1.2. Computation of the Fock R-matrix using the coproduct. Many quantum toroidal and quan-
tum affine algebras can be realised as a quantum double using the notion of pairing, a certain bilinear
form on the generators, see [8]. Let U denote one such quantum group. If elements a P U represent
an orthonormal basis B with the paired dual elements a˚ then one immediately has a formula for the
universal matrix R P U b U
R “
ÿ
aPB
ab a˚. (1)
This matrix R satisfies the equations
R∆pgq “ ∆1pgqR, (2)
p∆b idqR “ R1,3R2,3, pidb∆qR “ R1,3R1,2, (3)
where ∆ is the coproduct and ∆1 is the opposite coproduct of U . Equation (2) is the coproduct equation
which holds for all g P U ; the second and the third equations take place in Ub3 “ UbUbU . The element
id is the identity and R1,2 “ Rb id, R2,3 “ idbR and R1,3 “ pidb τqR1,2 (τ being the transposition
τpab bq “ bb a). It follows from (2) and (3) that such an element R satisfies the universal Yang–Baxter
equation
R1,2R1,3R2,3 “ R2,3R1,3R1,2. (4)
If R is specialised to a particular representation then it defines an integrable model whose R-matrix
satisfies (4). In the case U “ g, the quantum toroidal algebra, the pairing does not correspond to the
orthonormal basis of the standard Drinfeld presentation of elements3 of g (see Section 2). This problem
arises due to the difficulty of finding a Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt basis for g using the Drinfeld generators.
This problem disappears after we take a suitable representation of g. In this case (2) becomes the defining
equation for the matrix R in the chosen representation. Using explicit formulas [11] of the action of g
on the Fock space V we can write a linear equation for R
R∆pgq “ ∆1pgqR, (5)
where ∆pgq is the Fock image of the coproduct on elements g P g.
We expect that our treatment of (5) can also be applied for finding R-matrices when the algebra g is
replaced with a different quantum affine and toroidal algebra in its Fock representation. The reason lies
in the similarities of structures of such algebras and their coproducts. Their presentation is often given
by “Cartan currents” ψ˘pzq, “raising” currents epzq and “lowering” currents fpzq. The currents ψ˘pzq
3One can write the universal R-matrix in the elliptic Hall formulation of g, see [26]
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are expressed through Heisenberg operators hr, h´r, r ą 0. The currents epzq and fpzq are expressed as
vertex operators which have the form of exponentials in h˘r. The coproduct equation (5) then needs to
be satisfied for g P th˘r, epzq, fpzqu. For higher rank algebras all operators acquire additional indices.
We suggest a procedure for the reduction of (5) to a single equation4 in which the elements of the
algebra in their vertex operator representation act on a vector R P V b V whose components coincide
with the elements of the R-matrix.
1. In the first step we factorise the matrix R,
R “ K sR,
where the first factor K is simple and can be computed with the knowledge of the pairing of the
Drinfeld quantum double construction. The second part sR is the difficult part, it depends on
the currents epzq and fpzq given by vertex operators.
2. In the next step we need to compute a “twisted” opposite coproduct r∆pgq using the definitionr∆pgq :“ K´1∆1pgqK.
With this the problem is rephrased in terms of the unknown part sRsR∆pgq “ r∆pgq sR. (6)
Consider this equation for g “ hr. In the case of the toroidal quantum algebra g we findr∆phrq “ ∆phrq, hence
r sR,∆phrqs “ 0. (7)
Since ∆ is a homomorphism, this means that the algebra generated by b˘r :“ ∆ph˘rq forms a
new Heisenberg algebra. In the tensor product of two modules we have two canonical commuting
families of Heisenberg operators generated by 1 b hr and hr b 1. The operators b˘r are given
by a linear combination of these elements. We can find another family of Heisenberg operators
c˘r as a different linear combination, such that rbr, css “ 0 for all r, s ‰ 0. It follows that sR is
expressed in terms of only one family of operators c˘r.
3. In the third step we rewrite (6) with g “ epzq, fpzq in terms of c˘r. Changing the basis from
t1b h˘r, h˘r b 1u to tb˘r, c˘ru leads to an equation
Apzq sR “ sRBpzq, (8)
where two new operators Apzq and Bpzq are expressed via c˘r only.
4. In the last step we view (8) as an equation in the vector space of the universal enveloping algebra
of the Heisenberg algebra and consider Apzq and Bpzq as operators acting on sR. We then use
an isomorphism between the vector space of the enveloping Heisenberg algebra and the tensored
Fock space V b V . This isomorphism replaces sR with the corresponding vector R P V b V , so
that we can rewrite (8) in vector form
ApzqR “ BpzqR. (9)
In this equation Apzq and Bpzq are operators which are derived from Apzq and Bpzq using the
isomorphism. The operators Apzq and Bpzq can be rewritten again in terms of vertex operator
representation of the elements epzq, fpzq and ψ˘pzq. We subsequently take the constant term
in z of (9) and expand R in the eigenbasis of the zero modes of epzq and fpzq. This leads to an
equation on the components of R. In the case of the toroidal algebra g this equation represents
a recurrence relation from which we can compute all components of R starting from the initial
condition.
1.3. The Fock R-matrix of g. In this section we give an informal summary of how the above strategy
works for the Fock R-matrix of g. Before we do so we make a remark about the choice of parameters.
The toroidal algebra g has connections, in particular, to the Macdonald theory of symmetric functions
and quantum affine algebras. We have two independent complex parameters q and t but in addition we
will encounter two more sets:
tq1, q2, q3u, tq, tu,
which are related as follows
t “ q1 “
1
qt
, q “ q´13 “
q
t
, q2 “ q
2.
4In the case of higher rank algebras one should expect a set of equations.
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For the definition of g we follow [14] and use tq1, q2, q3u and q, t. The parameters tq, tu are matched with
the two parameters of the Macdonald theory [23], s.t. Pλpx; q, tq denotes a Macdonald polynomial.
Let us now turn to the four steps of the calculation. The R-matrix Rpuq P EndpV bV q depends on the
ratio of two spectral parameters u “ u2{u1, where u1, u2 are attached to the two Fock representations
V in the tensor product. We recall the Heisenberg algebra commutation relations
rhr, hss “ δr,´s
qr ´ q´r
rκr
, κr “ p1´ q
r
1qp1´ q
r
2qp1 ´ q
r
3q.
The currents epzq and fpzq in the Fock representation of g can be written as vertex operators [11]
epzq “
1´ q2
κ1
u exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
κr
1´ qr
2
h´rz
r
¸
exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
qrκr
1´ qr
2
hrz
´r
¸
, (10)
fpzq “ ´
1´ q2
q2κ1
u´1 exp
˜
´
8ÿ
r“1
qrκr
1´ qr
2
h´rz
r
¸
exp
˜
´
8ÿ
r“1
q2rκr
1´ qr
2
hrz
´r
¸
. (11)
In the first step we factorise the matrix Rpuq as in [14]
Rpuq “ exp
˜ÿ
rě1
rκrhr b h´r
¸
q´d1´d2 sRpuq. (12)
In the second step we make use of the commutativity (7), from which it follows that the matrix sRpuq
can be expressed in a new Heisenberg basissRpuq “ÿ
µ,ν
sRµ,νpuqc˚µcν , (13)
where the sum runs over all partitions µ, ν and sRµ,νpuq are non-zero for partitions of the same weight
|µ| “ |ν|. The new Heisenberg operators cr satisfy
rcr, c´ss “ δr,s
pqr ` q´rqp1´ qr1qp1 ´ q
r
3q
r
, r, s ą 0.
In the third step we rewrite the coproduct relations (6) with g “ epzq, fpzq in terms of this new Heisenberg
algebra. The two resulting equations for ∆pepzqq and ∆pfpzqq coincide and can be conveniently expressed
via two new vertex operators ϕ˘pzq
ϕ˘pzq :“ exp
˜
¯
8ÿ
r“1
1
qr ` q´r
c´rz
r
¸
exp
˜
˘
8ÿ
r“1
1
qr ` q´r
crq
rz´r
¸
.
Using the operators ϕ˘pzq and the coproduct we derive (Proposition 3, see also [19])
rϕ`pzq, sRpuqs “ u´1 ` sRpuqϕ´pzq´2q ´ ϕ´pzq2q sRpuq˘ . (14)
Equation (14) is the explicit form of (8) in the case of the Fock representation of g, and the central
starting point to compute sRpuq.
In the fourth step (14) is turned into a vector equation in which we think of ϕ˘pzq in (14) as operators
acting on sRpuq. The Heisenberg basis elements c˚µcν in (13) are mapped to basis elements of V b V . As
a result we can rewrite the left and right actions of ϕ˘pzq as left actions by vertex operators on vectors
in V b V . The R-matrix sR is replaced with a vector R P V b V and we get an equation of the form (9)
(Proposition 4). Taking the coefficients of z0 in this equation leads to (Theorem 1)
u
ˆ
κ1q
2
1´ q2
1b f¯0 ` 1b 1
˙
Rpuq “
˜
1b 1´
κ1
1´ q2
ÿ
jě0
qj e¯´j b ψ¯
´
´j
¸
Rpuq, (15)
where f¯0 and e¯´j are the modes of the same vertex operators epzq, fpzq in (10) and (11) but with u “ 1,
and ψ¯´´j are the modes of the Cartan current ψ
´pzq. Equation (15) represents a single equation that
determines the unknown coefficients of sRpuq by computing the vector Rpuq.
To achieve the latter, we use the isomorphism between the Fock space and the ring of symmetric
functions Λ. In this form we are able to rewrite (15) in terms of the Macdonald difference operator E, its
dual E¯ and the Cauchy kernel Πpx, yq (see [23]), where x “ px1, x2, . . . q and y “ py1, y2, . . . q are the two
4
copies of alphabets of the two rings Λ. The operators E and E¯ are the images under the isomorphism of
e¯0 and f¯0. We also require a modified Cauchy kernel rΠpx, yq
Πpx, yq “ exp
˜ÿ
rě1
p1´ trq
rp1 ´ qrq
prpxqprpyq
¸
, rΠpx, yq :“ Πpqx, qyq´1Πpqx, tyq,
where prpxq and prpyq are the power sum symmetric functions in the alphabets x and y. By applying the
isomorphism to Rpuq we get a symmetric function version of this vector which we denote by Rpx, y;uq.
With this we rewrite (15) as (Theorem 2)
ExrΠpx, yqRpx, y;uq “ u rΠpx, yqE¯yRpx, y;uq. (16)
From (16) it is clear that the relevant basis for Rpx, y;uq is the set of Macdonald polynomials since the
operators Ex, E¯y act diagonally on them. We therefore define new expansion coefficients Lα,βpuq
Rpx, y;uq “
ÿ
α,β
Lα,βpuqPαpx; q, tqPβpy; q, tq. (17)
The coefficients Lα,βpuq are non-vanishing for |α| “ |β| “ w, w ě 0. Using the initial condition
LH,Hpuq “ 1 and equation (16) we determine these coefficients recursively with a formula of the form
Lα,βpuq “
ÿ
µăα,νăβ
Lα{µ,β{νpuqLµ,νpuq, (18)
where the summation runs over all µ and ν such that α{µ and β{ν represent a pair of skew Young diagrams
each having at least one box. A formula for the skew functions Lα{µ,β{νpuq is given in Proposition 5.
This formula provides further insights and can also be employed to compute Lα,βpuq for partitions α, β
of small weights (up to about w “ 6).
1.4. Evaluation of the R-matrix and relation to the six vertex model. After determining the
coefficients sRµ,ν , using (17) and the transition coefficients from the Macdonald polynomials to the power
sums, we can explicitly compute matrix elements of the full R-matrix corresponding to partitions of
small weights. We insert sR into (12), rewrite it using the Heisenberg algebra h˘r, and then sandwich
the resulting operator Rpuq between two states of the tensor product in the standard Fock realization.
After this evaluation we find
Rpuq “
»————————–
1 0 0 0 0 . . .
0
qp1´uq
1´q2u
p1´q2qu
1´q2u 0 0 . . .
0 1´q
2
1´q2u
qp1´uq
1´q2u 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 Rp2qpuq 0 . . .
0 0 0 0 Rp3qpuq . . .
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
. (19)
This R-matrix has an expected block structure. The matrix elements, which we denote by rRpuqsγ,δα,β,
are rational functions in u, q, t, they give Boltzmann weights of a vertex model whose “in” and “out”
states are labelled by Young diagrams α, β and γ, δ, respectively. The non-zero elements correspond to
|α| ` |β| “ |γ| ` |δ| which reflects a typical conservation law in vertex models.
There are infinitely many blocks Rpwq, and a single block contains (all non-vanishing) elements
rRpuqsγ,δα,β with α, β, γ, δ satisfying |α|`|β| “ |γ|`|δ| “ w. The sizes of the blocks R
pwq with w “ 2, 3, 4, 5
are nˆ n with n “ 5, 10, 20, 36, respectively. The 5 ˆ 5 block Rp2q is already very large which indicates
that the language of (Macdonald) symmetric functions (17) is more suitable to give explicit expressions
for such R-matrices.
We note that the blocks Rp0q and Rp1q, which are given explicitly in (19), are equal to the first and
the second blocks of the R-matrix of the six vertex model (see [4])5
R6V puq “
»———–
1 0 0 0
0
qp1´uq
1´q2u
p1´q2qu
1´q2u 0
0 1´q
2
1´q2u
qp1´uq
1´q2u 0
0 0 0 1
fiffiffiffifl . (20)
5The six vertex R-matrix (20) is written in one of the standard conventions which justifies our convention on the use of
the parameter q.
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The last block in the six vertex R-matrix, given by a single entry 1, can be matched with the matrix
element rRpuqs
p1q,p1q
p1q,p1q which belongs to the block R
p2q in (19). This matrix element has the form 1 `
t cpu; q, tq with cpu; q, tq regular as tÑ 0. Therefore we recover 1 in the limit t “ 0.
1.5. Outline. The outline of this paper is the following. We give the definition of the algebra g in
Section 2. In Section 3 we recall the Fock module. In Section 4 we reduce the coproduct equations to
an equation involving vertex operators and then rewrite this equation in the vector form. In Section 5
we turn to the Macdonald theory and derive an equation for the symmetric function Rpx, y;uq and then
obtain a recursive formula for the coefficients of Rpx, y;uq in the Macdonald basis.
2. The quantum toroidal algebra g “ Uq,tp
..
gl1q
In this section we fix the definitions of the algebra g. We work in the Drinfeld presentation and our
definitions coincide with those chosen in [14]. The algebra g depends on two parameters q, t P C. For the
defining relations it is convenient to use a related set of parameters q1, q2 and q3, satisfying q1q2q3 “ 1,
and
q1 “
1
qt
, q2 “ q
2, q3 “
t
q
. (21)
With these parameters we define a function gpz, wq and coefficients κr
gpz, wq :“ pz ´ q1wqpz ´ q2wqpz ´ q3wq, (22)
κr :“ p1´ q
r
1qp1´ q
r
2qp1 ´ q
r
3q, (23)
which are used to write the defining relations of the algebra.
2.1. Generators and relations. The algebra g is generated by the currents
epzq, fpzq, ψ˘pzq, (24)
two central elements C “ qc and CK “ qc
K
and two grading operators D “ qd and DK “ qd
K
. These
operators satisfy the following relations
rC,CKs “ 0, rD,DKs “ 0,
Depzq “ epqzqD, Dfpzq “ fpqzqD, Dψ˘pzq “ ψ˘pqzqD, (25)
DKepzq “ qepzqDK, DKfpzq “ q´1fpzqDK, DKψ˘pzq “ ψ˘pzqDK,
ψ˘pzqψ˘pwq “ ψ˘pwqψ˘pzq, (26)
gpq´cz, wq
gpqcz, wq
ψ´pzqψ`pwq “
gpw, q´czq
gpw, qczq
ψ`pwqψ´pzq, (27)
gpw, zqepwqepzq ` gpz, wqepzqepwq “ 0, (28)
gpw, zqfpzqfpwq ` gpz, wqfpwqfpzq “ 0, (29)
gpw, zqepwqψ˘pq
1
2
p´1¯1qczq ` gpz, wqψ˘pq
1
2
p´1¯1qczqepwq “ 0, (30)
gpw, zqψ˘pq
1
2
p´1˘1qczqfpwq ` gpz, wqfpwqψ˘pq
1
2
p´1˘1qczq “ 0, (31)
repzq, fpwqs “
1
κ1
´
δpqc
w
z
qψ`pwq ´ δpqc
z
w
qψ´pzq
¯
, (32)
supplemented by the cubic relations
Sym
z1,z2,z3
z2z
´1
3
repz1q, repz2q, epz3qss “ 0 “ Sym
z1,z2,z3
z2z
´1
3
rfpz1q, rfpz2q, fpz3qss. (33)
2.1.1. Mode expansions. The currents (24) have the following mode expansions
epzq “
ÿ
nPZ
enz
´n, fpzq “
ÿ
nPZ
fnz
´n, ψ˘pzq “
8ÿ
j“0
ψ˘˘jz
¯j. (34)
Along with the modes ψ˘j one also uses the modes hr, h´r, with r ą 0, defined by
ψ˘pzq “ q¯c
K
exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
κrh˘rz
¯r
¸
. (35)
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After expanding the exponential we get a relation between ψ˘˘j and h˘r
ψ˘˘j “ q
¯cK
jÿ
m“0
1
m!
ÿ
r1,...,rmą0
r1`¨¨¨`rm“j
κr1 . . . κrmh˘r1 . . . h˘rm , (36)
Substituting the mode expansions of epzq, fpzq and ψ˘pzq in the form (35) into relations (26)–(32) we
find
rhr, hss “ δr,´s
qcr ´ q´cr
rκr
,
rhr, ens “ ´
1
r
en`rq
1
2
cp´r´|r|q,
rhr, fns “
1
r
fn`rq
1
2
cp´r`|r|q,
rek, f´ns “
1
κ1
`
δkěnq
ckψ`k´n ´ δkďnq
´cnψ´k´n
˘
,
(37)
where the Kronecker delta symbol with a single argument is defined by δTrue “ 1 and δFalse “ 0. From
these relations it is clear that the elements e0, f0, h1 and h´1 can be used to generate all other modes
in the algebra. Therefore they form a generating set of g together with the degree operators and the
central elements.
2.1.2. Grading and decomposition. The defining relations (25) equip the algebra g with a Z2 grading.
For each element g P g the operators DK and D define the principal degree and the homogeneous degree,
respectively
degpgq “ ppdegpgq, hdeggq,
qd
K
gq´d
K
“ qpdegpgqg, qdgq´d “ q´hdegpgqg.
(38)
With (38), relations (25) lead to
degpenq “ p1, nq, degpfnq “ p´1, nq, degphrq “ p0, rq,
degpgq “ p0, 0q, g P pC,CK, D,DKq.
(39)
As we can see from (37) the generators h˘r, r ą 0, form a Heisenberg subalgebra. Using the generators
en, fn (n P Z) and h˘r (r ą 0), we define two natural subalgebras
gě :“ xen, hr, C, C
K, D,DKy, n P Z, r ą 0,
gď :“ xfn, hr, C, C
K, D,DKy, n P Z, r ą 0.
(40)
We will also consider the subalgebras
gą :“ xeny, n P Z, gă :“ xfny, n P Z. (41)
2.2. Miki’s automorphism. In g there exists an order four automorphism [22], denoted θ. Its action
on the generators is given by
θpe0q “ h´1, θpf0q “ h1, θph1q “ e0, θph´1q “ f0, (42)
θpCKq “ C, θpCq “ pCKq´1, θpDKq “ D, θpDq “ pDKq´1. (43)
2.3. The coproduct. The algebra g is a Hopf algebra with the coproduct given by
∆pekq “
8ÿ
j“0
ek´j b q
ckψ`j ` 1b ek,
∆pfkq “ fk b 1`
8ÿ
j“0
qckψ´´j b fk`j ,
∆phrq “ hr b 1` q
´cr b hr,
∆ph´rq “ h´r b q
cr ` 1b h´r,
∆pgq “ g b g, g P pC,CK, D,DKq.
(44)
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By summing over the indices k and r in (44) one obtains the coproduct for the currents epzq, fpzq and
ψ˘pzq. Let τ be the transposition operation τpabbq “ bba for any a, b P g. Then the opposite coproduct
∆1 is defined by
∆1pgq “ τ∆pgq, g P g.
2.4. The universal R-matrix. Let us discuss the universal R-matrix in the Drinfeld presentation (for
the discussion in the elliptic Hall setting see for example [26]). The universal R-matrix, denoted R, is
an element in a completion of gě b gď, with gě and gď defined in (40). The R-matrix satisfies three
relations with the coproduct
R∆pgq “ ∆1pgqR, @g P g, (45)
p∆b 1qR “ R1,3R2,3, (46)
p1 b∆qR “ R1,3R1,2. (47)
The element R then satisfies the Yang–Baxter equation
R1,2R1,3R2,3 “ R2,3R1,3R1,2.
Using the pairing of the quantum double of g (see e.g. [14] for details) one can deduce the factorized
form for the universal R-matrix
R “ K sR, (48)
where the first factor K reads
K “ exp
˜ÿ
rě1
rκrhr b h´r
¸
q´cbd´dbc´c
KbdK´dKbcK , (49)
and the second factor can be written only up to the first term in the homogeneous degreesR “ 1b 1` κ1 ÿ
nPZ
en b f´n ` . . . . (50)
The terms of the homogeneous degree higher than 1 are not known since the pairing is not diagonal. We
note that all terms in (50) must be neutral in the principal degrees.
The linear equation (45) in R will be referred to as the coproduct relation. In order to compute
R by solving (45) it is necessary to have a Poincaré–Birkhoff–Witt (PBW) basis in g in the chosen
presentation. Such a basis will allow one to express a product of two elements in g as a finite linear sum
of the basis elements. This will lead to a system of equations whose unknowns are the basis expansion
coefficients of R. Solving these equations would provide an explicit form of R.
It is however not clear how to build the PBW basis for g in the Drinfeld presentation. The issue arises
when one tries to build a basis for gą and gă defined in (41). A direct algebraic construction of this
basis in the case of gą could be carried out as follows. We need to identify the basis elements in each
subspace with fixed homogeneous degree. For the homogeneous degree equal to 1 we simply choose all
elements ei. For the homogeneous degree equal to 2 one typically takes the basis to consist of elements
eiej , for i, j P Z and requires i ď j (or i ě j). If such a basis is present then, using the commutation
relations in g, one should be able to write all elements ekel with k ą l as finite linear sums in eiej with
i ď j. In other words, we need to have an ordering relation of the form
ekel “
ÿ
i˚ďiďjďj˚,
i`j“k`l
ci,jeiej , k ą l,
where i˚ and j˚ are some finite integers and ci,j are some coefficients which may also depend on k
and l. This basis fails because such quadratic identities do not hold in g. To the authors’ knowledge,
constructions of PBW bases for g are absent in the literature. For certain homomorphisms, like the
Fock representation discussed in Section 3, there are natural candidates for PBW bases and the ordering
relations can be written explicitly.
3. The Fock module
We use the same notations as in [14]. The action of g on the Fock module [11] allows one to introduce
a free complex parameter, the spectral parameter. Thus we denote the Fock module by V puq, u P C˚.
The basis elements of V puq are labelled by integer partitions. As a consequence we will encounter a
number of manipulations involving partitions. Let us recap the basics of integer partitions and then turn
to the discussion of the Fock module.
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3.1. Partitions. Let P be the set of all partitions µ “ pµ1, µ2, . . . q, µj ě µj`1. As usual a partition µ
is identified with the associated Young diagram µ. The length of a partition µ, denoted ℓpµq, is equal
to the number of non-zero parts in µ. The weight of a partition |µ| is given by the sum of all parts
|µ| “ µ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µℓpµq. The notation µ $ j means that µ is a partition of j, |µ| “ j. By Pj we denote
the set of all partitions with weight j. The set P0 contains one element which is the empty partition,
denoted H. The total number of elements in Pj is denoted by npjq.
Let µ and ν be two partitions such that the parts of ν are given by a subset of parts of µ, then ν is a
subpartition of µ which is denoted ν Ď µ. If ν Ď µ then the complement of µ with respect to ν, denoted
µzν, stands for the partition whose parts are given by removing parts of ν from the set of parts of µ. The
union of two partitions µ Y ν is the partition whose parts are given by the union of the parts of µ and
ν. The intersection of two partitions µ and ν, denoted µ X ν, is the maximal subpartition σ contained
in both µ and ν. If for two partitions µ and ν we have µi ě νi for all i then µ{ν denotes the sequence
of non-negative integers pµ1 ´ ν1, µ2 ´ ν2, . . . q which is identified with the skew Young diagram µ{ν.
Let r be a positive integer and µ a partition. Define the part multiplicity function mrpµq which
counts the number of parts in µ equal to r. The part multiplicity vector mpµq is defined as mpµq “
pm1pµq,m2pµq, . . . ,mµ1pµqq. Let us introduce short hand notations involving factorials of part multiplic-
ities of a partition µ, we set
mpµq! :“
ź
aPµ
mapµq!.
We define an analogue of the binomial coefficient for situations when arguments are part multiplicity
vectors of µ and ν „
µ
ν

:“
#
mpµq!
mpµzνq!mpνq! , if ν Ď µ,
0, if ν Ę µ.
(51)
All properties of binomial coefficients apply to (51), in particular the symmetry„
µ
ν

“
„
µ
µzν

. (52)
3.2. Fock representation. In [11] the authors construct the Fock representation for g where epzq and
fpzq act by vertex operators. We will describe this representation here in the detail. The notation for
the homomorphism taking elements of g to their representations on V puq will be omitted for simplicity.
The central elements in V puq are specialized to c “ 1 and cK “ 0.
3.2.1. Representation of the Heisenberg subalgebra. The operators h˘r, r ě 0, form the Heisenberg
subalgebra Hh due to (37)
Hh “ thr, h´rurą0, rhr, hss “ δr,´s
qr ´ q´r
rκr
. (53)
The homogeneous degree operator qd acts by
qdhrq
´d “ q´rhr. (54)
The operators hr commute with each other if their indices have the same sign. Therefore products of
such operators can be written in any order. For a partition µ we introduce the operators hµ and h
˚
µ
hµ :“ hµ1hµ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ “
ź
aPµ
ha, h
˚
µ :“ h´µ1h´µ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ “
ź
aPµ
h´a. (55)
Let |µy and xµ|, µ P P , denote the vectors of the Fock vector space and its dual, respectively. Let |Hy
be the Fock space vacuum and xH| be the dual Fock space vacuum. The highest weight property is
expressed as
hr |Hy “ 0, xH|h´r “ 0, r ą 0. (56)
The action of the operators hr and h´r, r ą 0, on the Fock space is given by the formulas:
hr |µy “ mrpµq
qr ´ q´r
rκr
|µzprqy , (57)
h´r |µy “ |µY prqy , (58)
while the action on the dual space is
xµ|hr “ xµY prq| , (59)
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xµ|h´r “ mrpµq
qr ´ q´r
rκr
xµzprq| . (60)
With the help of (58) and (59) we can view the operators h˚µ for µ P P as creation operators which
generate all vectors of the Fock space from the vacuum and similarly hµ generate all vectors of the dual
Fock space
h˚µ |Hy “ |µy , xH|hµ “ xµ| .
From (57) and (60) we see that if the part r is absent from µ then mrpµq “ 0 and the actions of hr and
h´r on the corresponding ket and bra vectors give zero as required by (56). The scalar product of two
vacuum vectors is chosen to be normalized
xH|Hy “ 1.
With this we compute the scalar product of two arbitrary vectors
xµ| νy “ δµ,νNµ, Nµ :“
ź
aPµ
ˆ
qa ´ q´a
aκa
˙
. (61)
Where the delta symbol appears due to the commutation of hr and h´s and (56) and the normalization
Nµ is computed with (53)
xµ|µy “ xH| hµh
˚
µ |Hy “ xH|
ź
aPµ
hah´a |Hy
“ xH|
ź
aPµ
rha, h´as |Hy “
ź
aPµ
ˆ
qa ´ q´a
aκa
˙
xH|Hy “ Nµ.
The identity matrix acting on the Fock space is given by
Id “
ÿ
α
1
Nα
|αy xα| . (62)
The formulas (56)-(62) are required in order to write the R-matrix in the form (19).
3.2.2. Representation of the currents. Now we turn to the currents epzq and fpzq. Using the conventions
of [14] these operators are represented on V puq by vertex operators with the Heisenberg generators h˘r
epzq “
1´ q2
κ1
u exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
κr
1´ qr
2
h´rz
r
¸
exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
qrκr
1´ qr
2
hrz
´r
¸
,
fpzq “ ´
1´ q2
q2κ1
u´1 exp
˜
´
8ÿ
r“1
qrκr
1´ qr
2
h´rz
r
¸
exp
˜
´
8ÿ
r“1
q2rκr
1´ qr
2
hrz
´r
¸
.
(63)
The powers of u in these expressions give the principal grading of epzq and fpzq. From these vertex
operators we can write the representation on the modes. The exponentials appearing in these formulas
have the following expansion in terms of partitions:
exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
grz
r
¸
“
8ÿ
j“0
zj
ÿ
µ$j
1
mpµq!
ź
aPµ
ga. (64)
Using (64) we write the modes en and fn of (63)
en “
1´ q2
κ1
u
8ÿ
i“0
ÿ
µ$i
ÿ
ν$i`n
qi`n
1
mpµq!mpνq!
ź
aPµYν
κa
1´ qa
2
¨ h˚µhν ,
fn “ ´
1´ q2
q2κ1
u´1
8ÿ
i“0
ÿ
µ$i
ÿ
ν$i`n
p´1qℓpµq`ℓpνqq3i`2n
1
mpµq!mpνq!
ź
aPµYν
κa
1´ qa
2
¨ h˚µhν .
(65)
The modes ψ˘˘j are given by
ψ`j “
ÿ
µ$j
1
mpµq!
ź
rPµ
κr ¨ hµ,
ψ´´j “
ÿ
µ$j
1
mpµq!
ź
rPµ
κr ¨ h
˚
µ.
(66)
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3.2.3. A PBW basis in the Fock representation. We find it convenient to switch to a different normal-
ization of the Heisenberg operators and introduce a related Heisenberg algebra Ha
Ha “ tar, a´rurą0, rar, a´ss “ δr,sq
r p1´ q
r
1qp1 ´ q
r
3q
r
. (67)
These operators are related to the operators of Hh by
ar “ ´q
r κr
1´ qr
2
hr, a´r “ q
r κr
1´ qr
2
h´r. (68)
We define the elements aµ, a
˚
µ via the following formula
aµ “
1
mpµq!
aµ1 . . . aµℓpµq , a
˚
µ “
1
mpµq!
a´µ1 . . . a´µℓpµq . (69)
The elements aµ and a
˚
µ are expressed through hµ, h
˚
µ by
aµ “
p´1qℓpµqq|µ|
mpµq!
ź
aPµ
κa
1´ qa
2
¨ hµ, a
˚
µ “
q|µ|
mpµq!
ź
aPµ
κa
1´ qa
2
¨ h˚µ. (70)
These operators satisfy the following quadratic relations
a˚µa
˚
ν “
„
µY ν
µ

a˚µYν , aµaν “
„
µY ν
µ

aµYν , (71)
and the ordering relation
aνa
˚
µ “
ÿ
λĎνXµ
ξλa
˚
µzλaνzλ, ξλ :“
q|λ|
mpλq!
ź
rPλ
p1´ qr1qp1´ q
r
3q
r
. (72)
Thanks to this relation we have the basis of the universal enveloping Heisenberg algebra spanned by
a˚µaν . We can write (65)-(66) in terms of these operators. Writing coefficients explicitly we have
en “
1´ q2
κ1
u
ÿ
µ,νPP
δ|ν|,|µ|`np´1q
ℓpνqq´|µ|a˚µaν ,
fn “ ´
1´ q2
q2κ1
u´1
ÿ
µ,νPP
δ|ν|,|µ|`np´1q
ℓpµqq|ν|a˚µaν ,
ψ`j “
ÿ
µ$j
ź
rPµ
pqr ´ q´rq ¨ aµ,
ψ´´j “
ÿ
µ$j
p´1qℓpµq
ź
rPµ
pqr ´ q´rq ¨ a˚µ.
(73)
4. Coproduct using vertex operators
The identity (45) must hold for all elements g P g. We will make use of the factorization (48) and
then write the full set of equations (45) for the unknown element sR. After that we will specialize to the
Fock module and obtain a linear system for the elements of sR in the Fock basis in V pu1q b V pu2q. The
main difficulty in this calculation is in solving the coproduct equation with ∆pepzqq and ∆pfpzqq. We
first solve the coproduct equations with ∆parq and ∆pa´rq which shows some useful symmetries of the
R-matrix. With these symmetries the main problem of solving the relations with ∆pepzqq and ∆pfpzqq
simplifies and reduces to a single equation.
4.1. The coproduct relations for sR. Let us conjugate the opposite coproduct by K (49) and definer∆pgq :“ K´1∆1pgqK. (74)
The relation (45) turns in to an equation for sRsR∆pgq “ r∆pgq sR, g “ tek, fk, hr, h˚r u. (75)
Let us compute r∆.
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Lemma 1. For g “ tek, fk, hr, h
˚
r u with k P Z and r ą 0 we have
r∆pekq “ 1b ek ` 8ÿ
j“0
ek`j b q
´cpk`jqψ´´j ,
r∆pfkq “ fk b 1` 8ÿ
j“0
q´cpk´jqψ`j b fk´j ,
r∆phrq “ hr b 1` q´cr b hr,r∆ph´rq “ h´r b qcr ` 1b h´r.
(76)
The derivations of these equations are presented in Appendix A. Notice that r∆ph˘rq “ ∆ph˘rq for
r ą 0. Inserting (44) and (76) into (75) for g “ tek, fk, hr, h
˚
r u, respectively, gives us four equations for
the element sR
r sR, 1b eks “ 8ÿ
j“0
ek`j b q
´cpk`jqψ´´j
sR´ sR 8ÿ
j“0
ek´j b q
kcψ`j ,
r sR, fk b 1s “ 8ÿ
j“0
q´cpk´jqψ`j b fk´j
sR´ sR 8ÿ
j“0
qkcψ´´j b fk`j ,
r sR, hr b 1` q´cr b hrs “ 0,
r sR, h´r b qcr ` 1b h´rs “ 0.
(77)
Until now the results of this section hold for the algebra g. In the rest of the paper we will specialize
to the Fock representation. In what follows we will use the Heisenberg operators tar, a´rurą0 instead of
thr, h´rurą0, they are related through (68).
4.2. The coproduct relations for sR in the Fock representation. In Section 3.2 we described the
Fock representation V puq with the spectral parameter u. It will become clear below that the R-matrix
acting on V pu1q b V pu2q depends on the ratio of u1 and u2, so we can set u1 “ 1 and u2 “ u in what
follows. We will denote the Fock R-matrix by Rpuq and the image of the matrix sR by sRpuq. The full
R-matrix reads
Rpuq “ exp
˜ÿ
rě1
rp1 ´ q´r
2
q
p1´ qr
1
qp1 ´ qr
3
q
ar b a´r
¸
q´db1´1bd sRpuq, (78)
where the part K in (49) is written in terms of the operators a˚r , ar defined in (68) and
sRpuq is the
unknown part which we need to compute. As we explained, the basis in V puq is given by all operators
a˚µaν , µ, ν P P . Hence
sRpuq in the Fock representation V p1q b V puq can be expanded in the basis given
by the tensor product sRpuq “ ÿ
µ,ρ,ν,σPP
p sRpuqqν,σµ,ρ a˚µaν b a˚ρaσ, (79)
p sRpuqqν,σµ,ρ “ 0, |µ| ` |ρ| ‰ |ν| ` |σ|. (80)
The restriction |µ| ` |ρ| “ |ν| ` |σ| comes from the requirement that all terms in sR are neutral in the
homogenous degree. From the identity term in sR in (50) we deduce the normalization
p sRpuqq0,0
0,0 “ 1. (81)
4.3. The coproduct relation with elements of the Heisenberg subalgebra. In this section we
focus on the coproduct relation (75) with the elements a˘r of the Heisenberg algebra Ha. As a conse-
quence we will identify a set of independent functions in terms of which sRpuq is expressed. First of all
we rewrite the last two equations of (77) in terms of ar, a´r, r ą 0, using (68)
r sRpuq, ar b 1` q´r1b ars “ 0, (82)
r sRpuq, qra´r b 1` 1b a´rs “ 0. (83)
Let us introduce the coefficients Rµ,νpuq by the formula:
Rµ,νpuq :“ p sRpuqqν,Hµ,H. (84)
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Proposition 1. Apart from a simple prefactor, the coefficients p sRpuqqν,σµ,ρ of the R-matrix sRpuq as defined
in (79) depend only on two partitions. Explicitly, equations (82) are solved by
p sRpuqqν,σµ,ρ “ p´1qℓpρq`ℓpσqq|ρ|`|σ|RµYρ,νYσpuq. (85)
The proof is given in Appendix B. We insert (85) into (79) and rewrite the summationsRpuq “ ÿ
µ,νPP
Rµ,νpuq
ÿ
µ¯Ďµ
p´1qℓpµ¯qq|µ¯|a˚µzµ¯ b a
˚
µ¯
ÿ
ν¯Ďν
p´1qℓpν¯qq|ν¯|aνzν¯ b aν¯ . (86)
This suggests that we can write sR using only one set of Heisenberg operators as apposed to using two
sets for the two tensor product factors Hab1 and 1bHa. Define new operators b˘r and c˘r, with r ą 0,
by
br :“ ar b 1` q
´r1b ar, b´r :“ a´r b 1` q
´r1b a´r, (87)
cr :“ q
´rar b 1´ 1b ar, c´r :“ q
´ra´r b 1´ 1b a´r. (88)
The operators br commute with all operators cs for all r, s. Their commutation relations are given by
rbr, b´ss “ δr,s
pqr ` q´rqp1 ´ qr1qp1´ q
r
3q
r
, rcr, c´ss “ δr,s
pqr ` q´rqp1 ´ qr1qp1´ q
r
3q
r
. (89)
The building blocks of the bases are given by
bµ “
1
mpµq!
bµ1 . . . bµℓpµq , b
˚
µ “
1
mpµq!
b´µ1 . . . b´µℓpµq , (90)
cµ “
1
mpµq!
cµ1 . . . cµℓpµq , c
˚
µ “
1
mpµq!
c´µ1 . . . c´µℓpµq . (91)
The inverse transform is given by
ar b 1 “
1
qr ` q´r
pqrbr ` crq , a´r b 1 “
1
qr ` q´r
pqrb´r ` c´rq , (92)
1b ar “
1
qr ` q´r
pbr ´ q
rcrq , 1b a´r “
1
qr ` q´r
pb´r ´ q
rc´rq . (93)
Proposition 2. The R-matrix sR can be written in terms of the operators cµ in the following waysRpuq “ ÿ
µ,νPP
q|µ|`|ν|Rµ,νpuqc
˚
µcν . (94)
Proof. Using (88) we can write c˚µ and cµ in terms of a
˚
µ and aµ
cµ “
ÿ
σĎµ
p´1qℓpσqq´|µ|`|σ|aµzσ b aσ, c
˚
µ “
ÿ
σĎµ
p´1qℓpσqq´|µ|`|σ|a˚µzσ b a
˚
σ.
These formulas match with the sums over µ¯ and ν¯ in (86), after this (94) follows. 
4.4. Reduction of the coproduct equation. Let us introduce two vertex operators
φ´pzq :“ exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
1
qr ` q´r
c´rz
r
¸
, φ`pzq :“ exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
1
qr ` q´r
crz
´r
¸
. (95)
Using the operators φ˘pzq we can rewrite the coproduct equation with ∆pepzqq and ∆pfpzqq. This
computation is presented in detail in Appendix C.2. The result is given in the following proposition.
Proposition 3. The operator sRpuq satisfies
ur sRpuq, φ´pzq´1φ`pzq´1qs “ φ´pzq2qφ`pzqq´1 sRpuq ´ sRpuqφ´pzq´2qφ`pzq´3q´1. (96)
It follows from the calculations in Appendix C.2 that both coproduct equations with ∆pepzqq and
∆pfpzqq lead to (96). Therefore this single equation takes into account all coproduct equations. Equation
(96) appeared in the paper [19] in which the authors use this equation to compute the first term in the
expansion of sRpuq in the spectral parameter. In the following our aim is to rewrite (96) by restoring the
Fock action of the operators of g. The resulting equation is a vector equation in the tensor product of
two Fock spaces.
Consider the Fock spaces V and V ˚ spanned by the vectors |cµy and |cµy
˚
respectively,
c˚µ |Hy “ |cµy , cµ |Hy
˚
“ |cµy
˚
. (97)
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The universal enveloping algebra of Hc as a vector space is spanned by vectors tc
˚
µcνuµ,νPP . This vector
space can be identified with V b V ˚ by the assignment
ι1 : Hc Ñ V b V
˚, ι1pc˚µcνq “ |cµy b |cνy
˚
. (98)
A second ingredient is an automorphism of Hc:
ε : c˘r ÞÑ ¯c¯r, r ą 0, (99)
which when combined with the above provides an identification of the vector space of Hc with the vector
space V b V
ι “ p1b εqι1 : Hc Ñ V b V,
ιpc˚µcνq “ p´1q
ℓpνq |cµy b |cνy .
(100)
Lemma 2. The assignment ι extends to an isomorphism ι : Hc
»
Ñ V b V . Using the identification
(100) we have the following relations:
ιpφ`pzqc˚µcνq “ p´1q
ℓpνqφ`pzq |cµy b φ
´pz´1q´1 |cνy ,
ιpφ´pzqc˚µcνq “ p´1q
ℓpνqφ´pzq |cµy b |cνy ,
ιpc˚µcνφ
`pzqq “ p´1qℓpνq |cµy b φ
´pz´1q´1 |cνy ,
ιpc˚µcνφ
´pzqq “ p´1qℓpνqφ´pzq |cµy b φ
`pz´1q´1 |cνy .
(101)
Proof. Let H´c “ tc
˚
µuµPP and H
`
c “ tcνuνPP be the negative and positive parts of Hc. We have the
following invariant actions by vertex operators
φ`pzqH`c Ď H
`
c , φ
´pzqH`c φ
´pzq´1 Ď H`c , (102)
φ´pzqH´c Ď H
´
c , φ
`pzq´1H´c φ
`pzq Ď H´c . (103)
Consider now the left hand side of the first equation in (101),
ιpφ`pzqc˚µcνq “ ιpφ
`pzqc˚µφ
`pzq´1φ`pzqcνq.
Because φ`pzqc˚µφ
`pzq´1 P H´c and φ
`pzqcν P H
`
c , and because of the linearity of ι
1, we can apply (98),
ι1pφ`pzqc˚µφ
`pzq´1φ`pzqcνq “ φ
`pzqc˚µφ
`pzq´1 |Hy b φ`pzq |cνy
˚
.
Note now that φ`pzq acts trivially on |Hy and so we have
φ`pzqc˚µφ
`pzq´1 |Hy “ φ`pzqc˚µ |Hy “ φ
`pzq |cµy .
Putting everything together and applying ε we thus find
ιpφ`pzqc˚µcνq “ p´1q
ℓpνqφ`pzq |cµy b φ
´pz´1q´1 |cνy .
The other relations in the lemma follow in a similar way. 
By considering sRpuq as a vector in the space V bV , the operator equation (96) represents an equation
where vertex operators φ˘pzq act on the vector sRpuq.
Definition 1. Introduce the vector Rpuq in V b V
Rpuq :“
ÿ
µ,ν
p´1qℓpνqq|µ|`|ν|Rµ,νpuq |cµy b |cνy . (104)
Clearly we have
ιp sRpuqq “ Rpuq.
Using Lemma 2 we rewrite (96) as an equation in V b V . After this we recover the action of the vertex
operators of g.
Definition 2. Define two operators
Φ`pzq :“ φ`pzq´1q b φ´pz´1q3q´1φ´pz´1qq´1, (105)
Φ´pzq :“ φ´pzqφ´pzq´2q b φ`pz´1q2q´1. (106)
Let τ be the operation of transposition τpab bq “ bb a, then we define
Ψ`pzq :“ τΦ`pz´1q, Ψ´pzq :“ τΦ´pz´1q. (107)
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Recall the vertex operator representation (63) on the space V puq. Let te¯pzq, f¯pzq, ψ¯˘pzqu be another
copy of the vertex operators acting on the space V p1q.
Proposition 4. Let s :“ κ1{p1´ q2q “ p1´ q1qp1 ´ q3q. The vector Rpuq satisfies
u
“
sq2 1b f¯pz´1qq ` Φ`pzq
‰
Rpuq “
“
Φ´pzq ´ s e¯pzqq b ψ¯´pz´1q
‰
Rpuq, (108)
u
“
sq2f¯pzqq b 1`Ψ`pzq
‰
Rpuq “
“
Ψ´pzq ´ s ψ¯´pzq b e¯pz´1qq
‰
Rpuq. (109)
The proof is given in Appendix C.3.
Corollary 1. The vector Rpuq satisfies:
Rpuq “ τpRpuqq. (110)
Proof. This symmetry follows after we apply τ to (108) and compare it to (109) taking into account
(107). 
Theorem 1. The vector Rpuq satisfies:
u
`
sq2 1b f¯0 ` 1b 1
˘
Rpuq “
˜
1b 1´ s
ÿ
jě0
qj e¯´j b ψ¯
´
´j
¸
Rpuq. (111)
Proof. This equation is derived from (108) by expanding in z and selecting the coefficients of z0. Indeed,
notice that from (105) and (106) it follows that the z expansion of Φ`pzq has only terms zj with j ď 0,
and the z expansion of Φ´pzq has only terms zj with j ě 0, therefore their constant terms in z are
identity operators. 
5. The R-matrix and Macdonald polynomial theory
The Heisenberg algebra as a graded vector space is isomorphic to the space of symmetric functions.
This isomorphism takes the Heisenberg operators c˚µ and replaces them with a modified power sum
symmetric function and the Heisenberg operators cµ with a derivative operator. Under this isomorphism
Rpuq becomes a symmetric function Rpx, y;uq in two alphabets x “ px1, x2, . . . q and y “ py1, y2, . . . q.
The operators e¯0 and f¯0 are matched with Macdonald difference operators. The second term on the
right hand side of (111) gives rise to a ratio of Cauchy kernels. Thus we rephrase (111) in terms of
basic operators of the Macdonald theory. It is natural to expand Rpx, y;uq in the basis of Macdonald
polynomials. For the coefficients of this expansion we derive a recursive formula. This recursive formula
can be implemented on a computer giving the coefficients of Rpx, y;uq corresponding to partitions of small
sizes. Using the transition coefficients from the Macdonald polynomials to the power sum polynomials
in (17) we can explicitly compute matrix elements of the full R-matrix given in (19).
5.1. Equation (111) in terms of Macdonald operators. We start by explaining the isomorphism
to the space of symmetric functions. For details on the theory of symmetric function we refer to [23].
The parameters q, t which we used throughout this paper are not the same as those from the Macdonald
theory. Instead we use q, t; for example the Macdonald polynomials are denoted Pλpx; q, tq. Let q, t
be indeterminates and set F “ Qpq, tq. The relationship between q, t and our parameters q and t (also
q1, q3) is given by
q “ qt´1 “ q´1
3
, t “ q´1t´1 “ q1. (112)
The ring of symmetric functions is denoted Λ, set ΛF :“ ΛbZF. Let prpxq be the power sum symmetric
function in the alphabet x “ px1, x2 . . . q
prpxq :“
ÿ
i
xri , pµpxq “ pµ1pxq . . . pµℓpµqpxq. (113)
The functions pµpxq define a basis in ΛF. Macdonald’s scalar product on ΛF is given by
xpλ|pµy “ δλ,µmpλq!
ź
aPλ
a
1´ qa
1´ ta
. (114)
Let a˜˘r be Heisenberg operators generating the Heisenberg algebra Ha˜ with the commutator
ra˜r, a˜´ss “ δr,sr
1´ qr
1´ tr
, r, s ą 0.
The basis in the Fock space generated by a˜˘r is given by
|a˜µy “ a˜
˚
µ |Hy , xa˜µ| “ xH| a˜µ,
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where aµ “ aµ1 . . . aµℓpµq and a
˚
µ “ a´µ1 . . . a´µℓpµq . As graded vector spaces, the space of symmetric
functions and the Fock space V are isomorphic. Under this isomorphism, which we denote by π, we have
π : a˜˚λ ÞÑ pλ, (115)
and the two scalar products match
xpλ|pµy “ xa˜λ|a˜µy .
Let Hc be the Heisenberg algebra with generators c˘r. A mapping between Ha˜ and Hc is given by a
family of isomorphisms
c´r Ñ γr
p1´ qr1qp1´ q
r
3q
r
a˜´r, cr Ñ γ
´1
r
pqr ` q´rqp1´ qr1q
rp1 ´ q´r
3
q
a˜r, (116)
where γr is a gauge factor which is related to the plethystic substitution in the theory of symmetric
functions. The isomorphism between the Fock space generated by Hc and symmetric functions is given
by (115) and (116). This isomorphism relates c´r with the power sums pr and cr with derivatives with
respect to pr, namely
πγ : c´r ÞÑ γr
p1´ qr1qp1 ´ q
r
3q
r
pr, cr ÞÑ γ
´1
r
´qr2pq
r ` q´rqp1 ´ qr1q
rp1 ´ qr
3
q
B
Bpr
. (117)
In order to recover the action of Macdonald operators in what follows we make the following choice of
γr and introduce the corresponding isomorphism
γ : γr “
q´r
1´ qr
3
, π :“ πγ . (118)
A key object of study in Macdonald theory [23] is the set of symmetric Macdonald polynomials
Pλpx; q, tq, λ P P . The Macdonald polynomials are eigenvectors of the Macdonald operators and also
form a basis in the ring of symmetric functions ΛF. It is known [32] that the isomorphism π takes e¯0
and f¯0 in the Fock representation to operators which can be written in terms of the Macdonald operator
which is denoted by E in [23]. Let us introduce the coefficients ǫλpu, vq:
ǫλpu, vq :“ pv
´1 ´ 1q
ℓpλqÿ
i“1
puλi ´ 1qvi,
ǫλ :“ ǫλpq
´1, tq, ǫ¯λ :“ ǫλpq, t
´1q.
(119)
If we let e¯0 act on V p1q and f¯0 act on V p1q then, under the isomorphism π, we define
E :“ sπpe¯0q ´ 1, E¯ :“ ´sq
2πpf¯0q ´ 1. (120)
The operators E and E¯ that act in the space of symmetric functions with the alphabet x “ px1, x2, . . . q
will be given the index x, i.e. we will write Ex and E¯x. We identify two Macdonald operators
6 which
satisfy the following eigenvalue equations,
ExPλpx; q, tq “ ǫλPλpx; q, tq,
E¯xPλpx; q, tq “ ǫ¯λPλpx; q, tq.
(121)
Since we work with the tensor product of two spaces we need two copies of symmetric function spaces:
one with the alphabet x “ px1, x2, . . . q and the second with y “ py1, y2, . . . q. The last ingredient is the
Cauchy kernel for Macdonald polynomials. First, we introduce the deformed Pochhammer symbol
pa; qq8 :“
8ź
r“0
p1 ´ aqrq. (122)
The Cauchy kernel is a symmetric function in two alphabets x and y which is defined as follows
Πpx, yq :“ exp
˜ÿ
rě1
p1´ trq
rp1 ´ qrq
prpxqprpyq
¸
“
ptxy; qq8
pxy; qq8
. (123)
Definition 3. Using the isomorphism π we introduce the symmetric function Rpx, y;uq:
Rpx, y;uq :“ pπ b πqRpuq. (124)
6In [23] (Ch. 6, §4) Macdonald introduces the operator denoted by E. This operator matches with our pq ´ 1q´1E¯
operator.
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Theorem 2. The symmetric function Rpx, y;uq satisfies the equation
ExrΠpx, yqRpx, y;uq “ u rΠpx, yqE¯yRpx, y;uq, (125)
where the modified Cauchy kernel rΠpx, yq is defined byrΠpx, yq :“ Πpqx, qyq´1Πpqx, tyq. (126)
Proof. Let us introduce the following operator
T :“ exp
˜
´
ÿ
rě1
r
qrp1´ qr2q
p1 ´ qr
1
qp1´ qr
3
q
c´r b c´r
¸
.
Similarly to the derivation in Appendix A.1.2 we can show that
T´1pe¯0 b 1qT “
8ÿ
j“0
qj e¯´j b ψ¯
´
´j .
Using the operator T we factorise the second term on the right hand side of (111) and then we multiply
both sides by T
uT
`
sq2 1b f¯0 ` 1b 1
˘
Rpuq “ p1b 1´ s e¯0 b 1qTRpuq. (127)
The next step is to rewrite this equation using symmetric functions and Macdonald operators. Under
the isomorphism π we have
pπ b πqT “ exp
˜
´
ÿ
rě1
p1´ qr1qp1 ´ q
r
2q
rp1 ´ qr
3
q
q´rprpxqprpyq
¸
“ exp
˜
´
ÿ
rě1
qrp1´ trqpqr ´ trq
rp1 ´ qrq
prpxqprpyq
¸
.
This can be written using (123) and (126)
pπ b πqT “ Πpqx, qyq´1Πpqx, tyq “ rΠpx, yq.
Applying pπ b πq to (127) and using (120) we arrive at (125). 
A detailed analysis of equation (125) within the framework of the theory of symmetric functions will
be a subject of a separate work. In the next subsection we expand Rpx, y;uq in the basis of Macdonald
polynomials and derive a recursive formula for the expansion coefficients. This recursive formula is
suitable for computing explicitly the matrix elements labelled by partitions with small weights.
5.2. Recurrence relation. We start with (111) and using the isomorphism with symmetric functions
we rewrite all the entries of the equation using symmetric functions operators. As noted before we
consider Rpx, y;uq in the basis of Macdonald polynomials.
Definition 4. Let λ and µ be two partitions of the same weight, define a new set of coefficients Lλ,µpuq
by the expansion
Rpx, y;uq “
ÿ
λ,µ
Lλ,µpuqPλpx; q, tqPµpy; q, tq, (128)
and for |λ| ‰ |µ| we set Lλ,µpuq :“ 0.
Theorem 3. The coefficients Lα,βpuq are symmetric
Lα,βpuq “ Lβ,αpuq, (129)
and satisfy a recursive formula
Lα,βpuq “
ÿ
λ,µ
Lα{λ,β{µpuqLλ,µpuq, (130)
with the initial condition LH,Hpuq “ 1. The sum in (130) runs over all λ, µ such that both α{λ and β{µ
are non-empty skew partitions.
Proof. The symmetry (129) follows from Corollary 1 which says that Rpuq “ τpRpuqq where we recall
that τ transposes the two vector spaces. On the right hand side of (130) we have a sum over λ, µ whose
weights are strictly smaller than the weights of α and β therefore, given Lα{λ,β{µpuq, equation (130)
provides us a recursive formula for computing Lα,βpuq starting with the initial condition LH,Hpuq “ 1.
The existence of this recurrence relation will be proved constructively in the rest of this section. The
coefficients Lα{λ,β{µpuq are given in Proposition 5. 
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We apply π to (111) and expand Rpx, y;uq in the Macdonald basis (128). The following lemma gives
the action of πpψ¯´´jq and πpe¯´jq on Macdonald polynomials.
Lemma 3. The action of πpψ¯´´jq and πpe¯´jq, for j ą 0, in the Macdonald basis is given by
πpψ¯´´jqPµpx; q, tq “
ÿ
λ
aλ{µpq, tqPλpx; q, tq, (131)
πpe¯´jqPµpx; q, tq “
ÿ
λ
aλ{µpq, tq
p1´ q´2qpǫ¯λ ´ ǫ¯µq
Pλpx; q, tq, (132)
where aλ{µpq, tq can be computed from the following formula:ź
i
pq ´ txizq
`
q ´ qt´1xiz
˘
pq ´ xizq pq ´ qxizq
¨ Pµpx; q, tq “
ÿ
λ
z|λ|´|µ|aλ{µpq, tqPλpx; q, tq. (133)
Proof. Due to the commutation relation in the fourth line of (37) we can express the action of πpe¯´jq
through the action of πpψ¯´´jq. Indeed, having a suitable set of coefficients aλ,µpq, tq and bλ,µpq, tq we can
write
πpψ¯´´jqPµpx; q, tq “
ÿ
λ
aλ,µpq, tqPλpx; q, tq, (134)
πpe¯´jqPµpx; q, tq “
ÿ
λ
bλ,µpq, tqPλpx; q, tq. (135)
Using the commutation relation in the fourth line of (37) we have
πpψ¯´´jqPµpx; q, tq “ κ1rπpf0q, πpe¯´jqsPµpx; q, tq “ κ1
ˆ
πpf0q ´
1` ǫ¯µ
´sq2
˙
πpe¯´jqPµpx; q, tq
“
κ1
´sq2
ÿ
λ
bλ,µpq, tq pǫ¯λ ´ ǫ¯µqPλpx; q, tq, (136)
where we used (120), (121) and (135). Recall that s “ κ1{p1 ´ q2q. The left hand side in the first line
in (136) can be expanded in Macdonald polynomials (134), then by matching coefficients of polynomials
we obtain
bλ,µpq, tq “
aλ,µpq, tq
p1 ´ q´2qpǫ¯λ ´ ǫ¯µq
. (137)
We thus only need to compute aλ,µpq, tq. The current ψ¯
´pzq can be written in terms of the algebra Hc
using (35) and the relation between Hc and Hh
ψ¯´pzq “ exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
p1´ qr2qc´rz
r
¸
.
Applying to this expression the isomorphism (117)
πpψ¯´pzqq “ exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
1
r
p1´ trqp1´ qrt´rqq´rprpxqz
r
¸
“
ź
i
pq ´ txizq
`
q ´ qt´1xiz
˘
pq ´ xizq pq ´ qxizq
, (138)
and using (134) it follows that aλ,µ “ aλ{µ in (133). 
Let us make a remark on the relation of aλ{µ with the skew Macdonald polynomials. We recall the
skew Cauchy identity from [23]
Πpx, yq
ÿ
σ
Pµ{σpx; q, tqQλ{σpy; q, tq “
ÿ
ρ
Pρ{λpx; q, tqQρ{µpy; q, tq. (139)
In this equation set λ “ H, then the sum over σ on the left hand side collapses
exp
˜ÿ
rě1
p1´ trq
rp1 ´ qrq
prpxqprpyq
¸
Pµpx; q, tq “
ÿ
ρ
Pρpx; q, tqQρ{µpy; q, tq. (140)
This can be viewed as the action of Πpx, yq on Pµpx; q, tq and the coefficients of this action are given by
Qρ{µpy; q, tq. We can obtain the action of (138) on Macdonald polynomials from the action of Πpx, yq
by applying to it a suitably chosen evaluation homomorphism ω which acts on symmetric functions in
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the alphabet y. More precisely, let δr be a series in powers of q, t and q, we define the evaluation
homomorphism associated to δ by
ωδpprpyqq :“
qr ´ 1
1´ tr
δr.
If we apply this homomorphism to a symmetric function fpyq, then we write the result using the square
parenthesis notation
f rδ1s :“ ωδpfpyqq.
We define δ1r
δ1r :“ p1 ´ t
rqpqr ´ trqq´rt´r. (141)
Applying ωδ1 to the Cauchy kernel we obtain πpψ¯
´
´jq as written in (138):
πpψ¯´´jq “ ωδ1 pΠpx, yqq . (142)
Then applying ωδ1 to (139) gives us
πpψ¯´´jqPµpx; q, tq “
ÿ
ρ
Qρ{µrp1´ tqpq´ tqq
´1
t
´1sPρpx; q, tq. (143)
Therefore we can identify
aρ{µpq, tq “ Qρ{µrp1´ tqpq´ tqq
´1
t
´1s. (144)
On the right hand side we have a specialization of a skew Macdonald polynomial in four variables which
can be expressed as a sum of a product of branching coefficients of the Macdonald polynomials (see [23]).
This allows one to write down aρ{µpq, tq avoiding the use of the implicit definition (133).
Let us also remark that in the language of plethystic operations the relation (143) tells us that πpψ¯´´jq
acts on Macdonald polynomials by shifting the argument by p1´ tqpq´ tqq´1t´1. This action of ψ¯´´j on
symmetric functions appeared in [7].
Proposition 5. For a skew partition ρ{σ, let aρ{σpq, tq be given by (144) and for a partition ν let ǫν , ǫ¯ν
be the eigenvalues (119) of the two Macdonald operators E and E¯. The coefficients Lα{λ,β{µpuq are given
by the formula
Lα{λ,β{µpuq “
1
ǫα ´ uǫ¯β
p1´ tqp1´ q´1qq2`|α|´|λ|
p1´ q2qpǫ¯α ´ ǫ¯λq
aα{λpq, tqaβ{µpq, tq. (145)
Proof. We separate the j “ 0 term in the summation in (111), apply π and use (120). After this (111)
becomes `
uE¯y ´ Ex
˘
Rpx, y;uq “ s
ÿ
ją0
qjπpe¯´jq b πpψ¯
´
´jq ¨ Rpx, y;uq. (146)
We then substitute (128) and use (121)ÿ
λ,µ
Lλ,µpuq puǫ¯µ ´ ǫλqPλpx; q, tqPµpy; q, tq “
s
ÿ
λ,µ
Lλ,µpuq
ÿ
ją0
qj pπpe´jqPλpx; q, tqq
`
πpψ´´jqPµpy; q, tq
˘
. (147)
On the right hand side we use (131) and (132)ÿ
λ,µ
Lλ,µpuq puǫ¯µ ´ ǫλqPλpx; q, tqPµpy; q, tq “
s
ÿ
λ,µ
Lλ,µpuq
ÿ
α,β
δ|α|,|β|q
|α|´|λ| aβ{µpq, tqaα{λpq, tq
p1 ´ q´2qpǫ¯α ´ ǫ¯λq
Pαpx; q, tqPβpy; q, tq. (148)
After relabelling the indices on the left hand side λ, µ Ñ α, β, and matching coefficients of the same
Macdonald polynomials on the two sides of the equation we get
Lα,βpuq “ s
ÿ
λ,µ
q|α|´|λ|
aα{λpq, tqaβ{µpq, tq
p1´ q´2qpuǫ¯β ´ ǫαqpǫ¯α ´ ǫ¯λq
Lλ,µpuq. (149)
After recalling that s “ κ1{p1´ q2q, (145) follows. 
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Appendix A. Calculation of r∆pgq
The derivation of r∆pgq is based on the commutation relations of g. We summarize the outcome of the
computations below:
r∆pekq “ 1b ek ` 8ÿ
j“0
ek`j b q
´cpk`jqψ´´j , (150)
r∆pfkq “ fk b 1` 8ÿ
j“0
q´cpk´jqψ`j b fk´j , (151)
r∆phrq “ hr b 1` q´cr b hr, (152)r∆ph´rq “ 1b h´r ` h´r b qcr. (153)
In the following subsections we treat each equation separately.
A.1. Calculation of r∆pekq. From (44) we can write ∆1pekq and using the definition (74) we have
r∆pekq “ K´1˜ 8ÿ
j“0
qckψ`j b ek´j
¸
K `K´1 pek b 1qK, (154)
where we remind the reader that K is defined in (49). Let us compute the two terms separately.
A.1.1. Calculation of the first term. The summation in the first term can be represented as followsÿ
jě0
qckψ`j b ek´j “q
ck´cK
8ÿ
j“0
jÿ
m“0
1
m!
ÿ
r1,...,rmą0
r1`¨¨¨`rm“j
˜
mź
i“1
riκrihri
¸
b rh´rm , r. . . , rh´r1 , eks . . . ss,
which can be verified using (36) and for the nested commutator one needs to use the second line of (37).
The right hand side can be rewritten using the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff (BCH) formula, therefore we
have
8ÿ
j“0
`
qckψ`j b ek´j
˘
“ exp
˜ÿ
rą0
rκrhr b h´r
¸´
qck´c
K
b ek
¯
exp
˜
´
ÿ
rą0
rκrhr b h´r
¸
.
With this representation and using the expression (49) we compute
K´1
˜
8ÿ
j“0
qckψ`j b ek´j
¸
K “ qcbd`dbc`c
KbdK`dKbcK
´
qck´c
K
b ek
¯
q´cbd´dbc´c
KbdK´dKbcK .
Using (38)-(39) we compute the conjugation with grading operators and find
K´1
˜
8ÿ
j“0
qckψ`j b ek´j
¸
K “ 1b ek.
A.1.2. Calculation of the second term. Let us conjugate ek b 1 with the first factor of K
exp
˜
´
ÿ
rě1
rκrhr b h´r
¸
pek b 1q exp
˜ÿ
rě1
rκrhr b h´r
¸
“
8ÿ
j“0
jÿ
m“0
p´1qm
m!
ÿ
r1,...,rmą0
r1`¨¨¨`rm“j
rhrm , r. . . , rhr1 , eks . . . ss b
˜
mź
i“1
riκrih´ri
¸
“
8ÿ
j“0
q´cjek`j b q
´cKψ´´j ,
where the last equality follows from (36) and the second line of (37). With this result and K given in
(49) we calculate
K´1 pek b 1qK “
8ÿ
j“0
qcbd`dbc`c
KbdK`dKbcK
´
q´cjek`j b q
´cKψ´´j
¯
q´cbd´dbc´c
KbdK´dKbcK .
After computing the conjugation with grading operators we find
K´1 pek b 1qK “
8ÿ
j“0
ek`j b q
´cpk`jqψ´´j . (155)
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A.2. Calculation of r∆pfkq. From (44) we can write ∆1pfkq and using the definition (74) we have
r∆pfkq “ K´1˜ 8ÿ
j“0
fk`j b q
ckψ´´j
¸
K `K´1 p1b fkqK. (156)
Once again we compute the two terms separately.
A.2.1. Calculation of the first term. The summation in the first term can be represented as follows
8ÿ
j“0
fk`j b q
ckψ´´j “
8ÿ
j“0
jÿ
m“0
1
m!
ÿ
r1,...,rmą0
r1`¨¨¨`rm“j
rhrm , r. . . , rhr1, fks . . . ss b q
ck`cK
˜
mź
i“1
riκrih´ri
¸
.
which can be verified using (36) and for the nested commutator one needs to use the third line of (37).
The right hand side can be rewritten using the BCH formula:
8ÿ
j“0
fk`j b q
ckψ´´j “ exp
˜ÿ
rą0
rκrhr b h´r
¸´
fk b q
ck`cK
¯
exp
˜
´
ÿ
rą0
rκrhr b h´r
¸
.
With this representation and using the expression (49) we compute
K´1
˜
8ÿ
j“0
fk`j b q
ckψ´´j
¸
K “ qcbd`dbc`c
KbdK`dKbcK
´
fk b q
ck`cK
¯
q´cbd´dbc´c
KbdK´dKbcK .
Using (38)-(39) we compute the conjugation with grading operators and find
K´1
˜
8ÿ
j“0
fk`j b q
ckψ´´j
¸
K “ fk b 1. (157)
A.2.2. Calculation of the second term. Let us conjugate 1b fk with the first factor of K
exp
˜
´
ÿ
rě1
rκrhr b h´r
¸
p1b fkq exp
˜ÿ
rě1
rκrhr b h´r
¸
“
8ÿ
j“0
jÿ
m“0
p´1qm
m!
ÿ
r1,...,rmą0
r1`¨¨¨`rm“j
˜
mź
i“1
riκrihri
¸
b rh´rm , r. . . , rh´r1, fks . . . ss “
8ÿ
j“0
qc
K
ψ`j b q
cjfk´j ,
where the last equality follows from (36) and the third line of (37). With this result and K given in (49)
we calculate
K´1 p1b fkqK “
8ÿ
j“0
qcbd`dbc`c
KbdK`dKbcK
´
qc
K
ψ`j b q
cjfk´j
¯
q´cbd´dbc´c
KbdK´dKbcK .
After computing the conjugation with grading operators we find
K´1 p1b fkqK “
8ÿ
j“0
q´cpk´jqψ`j b fk´j . (158)
A.3. Calculation of r∆phrq. From (44) we need to calculate:r∆phrq “ K´1 p1b hrqK `K´1 `hr b q´cr˘K,r∆ph´rq “ K´1 pqcr b h´rqK `K´1 ph´r b 1qK.
As before we conjugate hr b 1 and 1b hr with factors of K. We have the following identities
qcbd`dbc`c
KbdK`dKbcK phr b 1q q
´cbd´dbc´cKbdK´dKbcK “ hr b q
´cr,
qcbd`dbc`c
KbdK`dKbcK p1b hrq q
´cbd´dbc´cKbdK´dKbcK “ q´cr b hr,
which are valid for r ą 0 and r ă 0. Next, using the BCH formula we compute
exp
˜
´
ÿ
sě1
sκshs b h´s
¸
phr b 1q exp
˜ÿ
sě1
sκshs b h´s
¸
“ hr b 1,
exp
˜
´
ÿ
sě1
sκshs b h´s
¸
p1b h´rq exp
˜ÿ
sě1
sκshs b h´s
¸
“ 1b h´r,
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exp
˜
´
ÿ
sě1
sκshs b h´s
¸
ph´r b 1q exp
˜ÿ
sě1
sκshs b h´s
¸
“ h´r b 1` pq
´cr ´ qcrq b h´r,
exp
˜
´
ÿ
sě1
sκshs b h´s
¸
p1b hrq exp
˜ÿ
sě1
sκshs b h´s
¸
“ 1b hr ` hr b pq
cr ´ q´crq.
Putting these results together we get
K´1 p1b hrqK “
`
q´cr b hr ` hr b pq
cr ´ q´crqq´cr
˘
,
K´1
`
hr b q
´cr
˘
K “ hr b q
´2cr,
K´1 p1b h´rqK “ q
2cr b h´r,
K´1 ph´r b 1qK “ h´r b q
cr ` qcrpq´cr ´ qcrq b h´r.
(159)
Adding the first two equations in (159) leads to (152) and adding the last two equations in (159) leads
to (153).
Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 1
In this appendix we prove Proposition 1, namely that the coefficients p sRpuqqν,σµ,ρ of the R-matrix sRpuq
as defined in (79) depend only on two partitions. We furthermore give an explicit generic form for the
R-matrix that manifestly commutes with r∆parq.
Fix r ą 0 and insert (79) into (82)ÿ
µ,ρ,ν,σPP
p sRpuqqν,σµ,ρ `ra˚µ, arsaν b a˚ρaσ ` q´ra˚µaν b ra˚ρ , arsaσ˘ “ 0. (160)
In the two commutators of the form ra˚µ, ars, the part of a
˚
µ that does not commute with ar equals to
a˚
prkq
, where k “ mrpµq. We compute the commutator
ra˚prkq, ars “ ´q
r κr
rp1 ´ qr
2
q
a˚prk´1q,
plug this into (160) and cancel the common factor. This givesÿ
µ,ρ,ν,σPP
p sRpuqqν,σµ,ρ ´a˚µzprqaν b a˚ρaσ ` q´ra˚µaν b a˚ρzprqaσ¯ “ 0. (161)
For fixed r, the first term in (161) is summed over all µ which have at least one part equal to r and the
second term is summed over all ρ which have at least one part equal to r. Because of this we can shift
these summation variables, i.e. µÑ µY prq and ρÑ ρY prq, to getÿ
µ,ρ,ν,σPP
´
p sRpuqqν,σ
µYprq,ρ ` q
´rp sRpuqqν,σ
µ,ρYprq
¯
a˚µaν b a
˚
ρaσ “ 0.
This equation must be satisfied for all summed partitions leading us to
p sRpuqqν,σ
µYprq,ρ ` q
´rp sRpuqqν,σ
µ,ρYprq “ 0.
After changing the labels we obtain
p sRpuqqν,σµ,ρ “ ´qrp sRpuqqν,σµYprq,ρzprq,
which we can iteratively use for all r P ρ, i.e.
p sRpuqqν,σµ,ρ “ p´1qℓpρqq|ρ|p sRpuqqν,σµYρ,H. (162)
In a similar manner we compute the commutation relation (83) and find
p sRpuqqν,σµ,ρ “ p´1qℓpσqq|σ|p sRpuqqνYσ,Hµ,ρ . (163)
Combining (162) with (163) we arrive at
p sRpuqqν,σµ,ρ “ p´1qℓpρq`ℓpσqq|ρ|`|σ|PµYρ,νYσpuq,
as claimed.
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Appendix C. Reduction of the coproduct relation
In this Appendix we collect the derivations which allow us to reduce the coproduct equations for
the R-matrix to the vector form stated in Proposition 4. For convenience we will sometimes write the
position of a current or vertex operator in a tensor product using an index
epzq b 1 “ e1pzq, 1b epzq “ e2pzq.
Note that this index should not be confused with that of the modes of epzq.
C.1. The coproduct equation with ∆pepzqq and ∆pfpzqq and vertex operators. Our derivations
are given using the language of currents and vertex operators. Therefore we first present some useful
formulas.
Let us write the coproduct (44) and (76) for the modes ek and fk using the current generators. This
is done by summing these equations over k P Z with z´k. We write ∆pepzqq, ∆pfpzqq and r∆pepzqq andr∆pfpzqq
∆pepzqq “ epzq´c2q b ψ`pzq´c2q ` 1b epzq,
∆pfpzqq “ fpzq b 1` ψ´pzq´c1q b fpzq´c1q,r∆pepzqq “ epzqc2q b ψ´pzq ` 1b epzq,r∆pfpzqq “ fpzq b 1` ψ`pzq b fpzqc1q.
(164)
Here we recall that the index i of ci indicates which factor of the tensor product the operator c is acting
on. In the Fock representation c1 “ c2 “ 1 (and c
K “ 0). Recall the vertex operators (63) and (35) and
write them using the Heisenberg generators a˘r
epzq “
1´ q2
κ1
u exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
q´ra´rz
r
¸
exp
˜
´
8ÿ
r“1
arz
´r
¸
,
fpzq “ ´
1´ q2
q2κ1
u´1 exp
˜
´
8ÿ
r“1
a´rz
r
¸
exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
qrarz
´r
¸
,
ψ˘pzq “ exp
˜
˘
8ÿ
r“1
pqr ´ q´rqa˘rz
¯r
¸
.
(165)
Each of the entries of the coproducts in (164) can be factorised according to
AbB “ pAb 1qp1bBq “ p1bBqpAb 1q.
Because of this we can replace the Heisenberg operators a˘r inside the exponentials by a˘r b 1 and
1 b a˘r, thus absorbing the sign of the tensor product into the exponentials of the vertex operators.
After this we use the formulas (92) and (93) in order to rewrite the vertex operators (165) in terms of
b˘r and c˘r.
Introduce a pair of vertex operators
φ˘pA; zq :“ exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
1
qr ` q´r
A˘rz
¯r
¸
.
where A˘r is either b˘r or c˘r. Their ordering relation is given by
φ`pA; zqφ´pA;wq “ exp
˜ÿ
rą0
p1 ´ qr1qp1 ´ q
r
3q
rpqr ` q´rq
wrz´r
¸
φ´pA;wqφ`pA; zq. (166)
We have
e1pzq “
1´ q2
κ1
u1 φ
´pb; zqφ`pb; zq´1q´1φ´pc; zq´1qφ`pc; zq´1,
e2pzq “
1´ q2
κ1
u2 φ
´pb; zq´1qφ`pb; zq´1φ´pc; zq´1φ`pc; zq´1q,
f1pzq “ ´
1´ q2
q2κ1
u´1
1
φ´pb; zqq´1φ`pb; zq´2qφ´pc; zq´1φ`pc; zq´1q,
f2pzq “ ´
1´ q2
q2κ1
u´1
2
φ´pb; zq´1φ`pb; zq´1qφ´pc; zqqφ`pc; zq´2q´1,
(167)
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and
ψ`
1
pzq “ φ`pb; zq´1φ`pb; zq´2qφ`pc; zqq´1φ`pc; zq´1q,
ψ`
2
pzq “ φ`pb; zqq´1φ`pb; zq´1qφ`pc; zqφ`pc; zq´2q´1,
ψ´
1
pzq “ φ´pb; zqφ´pb; zq2q´1φ´pc; zq´1qφ´pc; zqq´1,
ψ´
2
pzq “ φ´pb; zq´1qφ´pb; zqq´1φ´pc; zq´1φ´pc; zq2q.
(168)
C.2. Proof of Proposition 3. Let us take the coproduct equation (75) for the currents epzq and fpzq
using (164) sR `epzq´c2q b ψ`pzq´c2q ` 1b epzq˘ “ `epzqc2q b ψ´pzq ` 1b epzq˘ sR,sR `fpzq b 1` ψ´pzq´c1q b fpzq´c1q˘ “ `fpzq b 1` ψ`pzq b fpzqc1q˘ sR,
and specialize the Fock representation V pu1q b V pu2q where we set u1 “ 1 and u2 “ u,sRpuq `epzq´1q b ψ`pzq´1q ` 1b epzq˘ “ `epzqq b ψ´pzq ` 1b epzq˘ sRpuq,sRpuq `fpzq b 1` ψ´pzq´1q b fpzq´1q˘ “ `fpzq b 1` ψ`pzq b fpzqq˘ sRpuq.
Replacing the tensor product notation with the index notation we write
r sRpuq, e2pzqs “ e1pzqqψ´2 pzq sRpuq ´ sRpuqe1pzq´1qψ`2 pzq´1q, (169)
r sRpuq, f1pzqs “ ψ`1 pzqf2pzqq sRpuq ´ sRpuqψ´1 pzq´1qf2pzq´1q. (170)
The operator sRpuq in the Fock representation depends only on the Heisenberg operators c˘r (94). We
can insert the operators (167) and (168) into (169) and (170). The latter two lead to the same equation
hence we only focus on (169), which becomes
uφ´pb; zq´1qφ`pb; zq´1r sRpuq, φ´pc; zq´1φ`pc; zq´1qs
“ φ´pb; zqqφ`pb; zq´1φ´pb; zq´1qφ´pb; zqq´1φ´pc; zqφ`pc; zqq´1φ´pc; zq´1φ´pc; zq2q sRpuq
´ sRpuqφ´pb; zq´1qφ`pb; zq´1φ´pc; zq´2qφ`pc; zq´3q´1.
We can commute the operators using (166) and find that on both sides the parts that depend on b˘r
cancel and we arrive at
ur sRpuq, φ´pc; zq´1φ`pc; zq´1qs “ φ´pc; zq2qφ`pc; zqq´1 sRpuq ´ sRpuqφ´pc; zq´2qφ`pc; zq´3q´1.
This results in equation (96) which is stated in Proposition 3. We also stated this equation in the
introduction in (14), where the operators ϕ˘pzq used there read
ϕ`pzq “ φ´pc; zq´1φ`pc; zq´1q, ϕ´pzq “ φ´pc; zqφ`pc; zq´1q´1.
C.3. Proof of Proposition 4. In this subsection we show how to derive (108) and (109) thus proving
Proposition 4. Consider the vertex operator equation (96). Applying ι, defined in (100), and using
Lemma 2 we rewrite the four terms of this equation in V b V
ι
` sRpuqφ´pzq´1φ`pzq´1q˘ “ `φ´pzq´1 b φ´pz´1qq´1φ`pz´1q˘Rpuq,
ι
`
φ´pzq´1φ`pzq´1q sRpuq˘ “ `φ´pzq´1φ`pzq´1q b φ´pz´1qq´1˘Rpuq,
ι
`
φ´pzq2qφ`pzqq´1 sRpuq˘ “ `φ´pzq2qφ`pzqq´1 b φ´pz´1q´1q˘Rpuq,
ι
` sRpuqφ´pzq´2qφ`pzq´3q´1˘ “ `φ´pzq´2q b φ´pz´1q3qφ`pz´1q2q´1˘Rpuq.
Putting these four terms together we rewrite (96) as
u
`
φ´pzq´1 b φ´pz´1qq´1φ`pz´1q ´ φ´pzq´1φ`pzq´1q b φ´pz´1qq´1
˘
Rpuq
“
`
φ´pzq2qφ`pzqq´1 b φ´pz´1q´1q ´ φ´pzq´2q b φ´pz´1q3qφ`pz´1q2q´1
˘
Rpuq. (171)
The next step is to multiply (171) from the left by the factor
φ´pzq b φ´pz´1q3q´1,
which leads us to
u
`
1b φ´pz´1q3q´1φ´pz´1qq´1φ`pz´1q ´ φ`pzq´1q b φ´pz´1q3q´1φ´pz´1qq´1
˘
Rpuq
“
`
φ´pzqφ´pzq2qφ`pzqq´1 b φ´pz´1q3q´1φ´pz´1q´1q ´ φ´pzqφ´pzq´2q b φ`pz´1q2q´1
˘
Rpuq. (172)
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Now we can take the formulas of the vertex operator representation (165) and write them in terms of
the Heisenberg algebra Hc using the relation
Ha Ñ Hc : a´r ÞÑ q
rc´r, ar ÞÑ
1
qr ` q´r
cr, r ą 0.
We obtain
e¯pzq “ s´1v exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
c´rz
r
¸
exp
˜
´
8ÿ
r“1
1
qr ` q´r
crz
´r
¸
,
f¯pzq “ ´s´1q´1
2
v´1 exp
˜
´
8ÿ
r“1
qrc´rz
r
¸
exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
qr
qr ` q´r
crz
´r
¸
,
ψ¯`pzq “ exp
˜
8ÿ
r“1
pqr ´ q´rq
qr ` q´r
crz
´r
¸
,
ψ¯´pzq “ exp
˜
´
8ÿ
r“1
pqr ´ q´rqqrc´rz
r
¸
,
where v plays the role of the spectral parameter and s “ p1´ q1qp1´ q3q. We can write these operators
using the vertex operators φ˘pzq
e¯pzq “ s´1v φ´pzq´1qφ´pzqqφ`pzq´1,
f¯pzq “ ´s´1q´1
2
v´1φ´pzq2q´1φ´pzq´1φ`pzq´1q,
ψ¯`pzq “ φ`pzqqφ`pzq´1q´1,
ψ¯´pzq “ φ´pzq3q´1φ´pzq´1q.
(173)
Consider two copies of these operators acting on V p1q b V p1q. Then we can match the first term on the
left hand side in (172) with the current f¯ in (173)
1b φ´pz´1q3q´1φ´pz´1qq´1φ`pz´1q “ ´sq2 b f¯pz´1qq,
and the first term on the right hand side with a product of the currents e¯ and ψ¯´ in (173)
φ´pzqφ´pzq2qφ`pzqq´1 b φ´pz´1q3q´1φ´pz´1q´1q “ s e¯pzqq b ψ¯´pz´1q.
Rewriting accordingly (172) we arrive at
x
`
´sq2 b fpz´1qq ´ φ`pzq´1q b φ´pz´1q3q´1φ´pz´1qq´1
˘
Rpuq (174)
“
`
s epzqq b ψ´pz´1q ´ φ´pzqφ´pzq´2q b φ`pz´1q2q´1
˘
Rpuq.
The remaining two terms in (174) are matched with Φ˘pzq given in (105) and (106). After this the
equation (108) follows. In order to obtain (109) we start with (171) and multiply it by
φ´pzq2q´1 b φ´pz´1qq.
The resulting equation can be matched with (109) using (173) and (107).
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